Vegetarian In Progress

Products:

- Impossible Sausage
- OmniPork

What you can do:
Please consider eliminating pork from your diet. Think about the sentient being at the end of your fork.
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PIGS... AS SMART AS A 3 YEAR OLD CHILD

“Research has shown that extensive evidence exists that pigs are as smart and sociable as dogs. Yet we show affection to our domestic pets while pigs face intensive confinement throughout their lives.

- For four months while pregnant, pigs are confined in gestation crates—two-foot by seven-foot metal cages.
- They’re moved to another crate to give birth, after which they’re impregnated again and put back into a gestation crate to repeat the cycle.
- This happens again and again, until the animals either die in their crates or can no longer breed at a profitable rate and are sent to slaughter.
- Each animal may spend up to three years locked in a crate, virtually immobilized for nearly her entire life.

Pigs recognize each other and have special friends. Some researchers say pigs' cognitive abilities are superior to 3-year-old children, as well as to dogs and cats. They are known to dream, recognize their own names, learn tricks like sitting for a treat, and lead social lives of a complexity previously observed only in primates.”

HSUS

If you only watch the first 20 seconds of this video, I think you will smile!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=pt7XQgAtzME

The quickest way to connect who we eat with who we love is to love an animal.
"Until one has loved an animal, part of their soul remains un-awakened"
-Anatole France

Please remember to buy only pasture-raised eggs & to pass this email your mailing list. Thank you! Lois
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